ENGLISH:

Unseen Comprehension

Grammar:
1. Adverbs
2. Tenses: Present Perfect Tense, Simple Tense
3. Present and Past participles
4. Complex sentences
5. Connectives
6. Prefixes
7. Punctuations (commas, hyphen, brackets, colon, semicolon, dashes)
8. Relative Pronouns
9. Modal Verbs
10. Non-Sentences
11. Prepositions
12. Active/Passive Voice
13. Use of confusing words (effect – affect, continuous-continual, etc)

Creative Writing:
1. Informal Letter Writing
2. News Article Writing
3. Descriptive Writing (picture, event, incident, character, place)
4. Advertisement Writing
5. Story Writing

Literature:
1. Novel: Secret Garden: Lessons 16 to 27: Character Sketches, open-ended questions, MCQs
2. Figures of Speech: Alliteration, assonance, consonance, repetition, metaphor, imagery, contrast and parallel, personification, cliché, hyperbole, irony, litotes
Note: All the work done in copy, Checkpoint Course book and Checkpoint Workbook is also included in syllabus.